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What is a Motion Detectors 

A motion detector is a device that detects moving objects, particularly people. A motion detector is integrated as a component of a system that 

automatically performs a task or alerts a user of motion in an area. Motion detectors form a vital component of security, automated lighting control, 

home control, energy efficiency, and other useful systems.

PIR (Passive infrared) 

MW (Microwave) 

PIR sensors are sensitive to a person's skin temperature through emitted black body radiation at mid-

infrared wavelengths, in contrast to background objects at room temperature. No energy is emitted from the sensor, 

thus the name "passive infrared" (PIR). 

These detect motion through the principle of Doppler radar, and are similar to a radar speed gun. A continuous 

wave of microwave radiation is emitted, and phase shifts in the reflected microwaves due to motion of an object 

toward (or away from) the receiver result in a heterodyne signal at low audio frequencies.

Ultra sonic sensor 
An ultrasonic wave (sound at a frequency higher than a human ear can hear) is emitted and reflections from nearby 

objects are received. Exactly as in Doppler radar, heterodyne detection of the received field indicates motion. One 

potential drawback of ultrasonic sensors is that the sensor can be sensitive to motion in areas where coverage isn't 

desired, 

Tomographic 
Tomographic motion detection systems sense disturbances to radio waves as they pass from node to node of a mesh 

network. They have the ability to detect over complete areas because they can sense through walls and other 

obstructions.

Dual technology 

detectors 

Most modern motion detectors use combinations of different technologies. Combining multiple sensing technologies 

into one detector can help reduce false triggering, For example, many dual-tech sensors combine both a PIR and a 

microwave sensor. In order for motion to be detected, both sensors must trip together. This lowers the probability of a 

false alarm since heat and light changes may trip the PIR but not the microwave, or trees may trigger the microwave 

but not the PIR. If an intruder is able to fool either the PIR or microwave, however, the sensor will not detect.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lighting_control_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_body_radiation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Infrared#ISO_20473_scheme
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radar
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radar_speed_gun
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Continuous_wave
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microwave
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heterodyne
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Audio_frequencies


Pyronix key Motion Detectors Technologies 

Adjustable anti-masking technology (anti-spray) offers protection against attempts to mask the PIR or microwave 

and detects masking with a variety of materials, such as, cardboard, duct tape, spray,lacquer or aluminium foil. Auto sensitivity

IFT Technology 

Automatic sensitivity allows the detector to self-adapt to changing environmental conditions, ensuring stability and 

intruder catch performance is maintained.

Independent Floating Thresholds technology ensures the alarm thresholds are auto adapting to the environment 

eliminating disturbances.

Blue Wave Technology
Blue Wave Technology safeguards against false alarms and improves immunity to interference through advanced 

signal processing and 3D optics.

Optical 3D System 
The 3D system allows for better focussing of the zones to improve the detection of moving targets and ensure more 

precise signals can be received from the PIR. The 3D system also protects the area below the detector - creep zone.

Digital Temperature 

Compensation

Digital temperature compensation digitally adjusts the sensitivity of the detectors to maintain its specified range when 

the background temperature is near to body temperature.

Auto sensitivity

Anti-blocking technology ensures that any attempt to block the field of view is detected. This allows the detector to send 

a signal to the panel to inform it that the detection area is being blocked.Anti Blocking

And / Or Technology
AND/OR anti-cloaking technology gives priority to the microwave sensor under certain conditions, such as an intruder 

wearing clothing with infrared cloaking properties to maintain performance.



European EN Certification key Facts 

Low risk - Intruders are expected to have little knowledge of the alarm system and may be restricted to a limited 

range of easily available tools.Grade 1

Grade 3

Low to medium risk - Intruders are expected to have a little more knowledge of the alarm system and use a general 

range of tools and some specialist equipment.

Medium to high risk - Intruders are expected to be conversant with the alarm system and have a comprehensive 

range of tools and portable electronic equipment.

Grade 4
High risk - To be used when security takes precedence over all other factors. Intruders are expected to have the 

resources to plan an intrusion in detail and have a full range of equipment, including the means to substitute vial 

components in the alarm system.

Grade 2

Most domestic installations will require a Grade 1 or 2 with larger homes falling into Grade 3. Most commercial premises will require a Grade 2 or 3 

system. The majority of insurance companies require a Grade 3 system where the system is a requirement of insurance cover. The Euro Standards, 

comprise two document numbers, as shown:

EN 50131 - Systems

EN 50136 - Alarm Transmission Systems (ATS) - aka 'Notification' or 'Signalling' or Communication

Pyronix approves most products to EN50131  ( System 5) independently via the IMQ testing house based in Italy. 

ATS2-ATS5
Alarm Transmission System – For different graded systems these have to be matched with appropriate 

communication equipment. Modems can be, low security ATS2 to high security ATS5. 
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Pyronix Motion Detectors for Internal Protection 

Colt Series

Colt DL

Colt QPI

KX Series

KX15DD

KX15DQ

KX10DP

KX18DC

KX Series

KX15DT

KX10DTP

Octopus Series

Octopus EP

KX & TMD Series

KX15DT-AM

TMD15

DT - Dual 

Technology

PIR Passive 

Infrared

EN50131

Grade 2

EN50131

Grade 3

EN50131

Grade 2

No EN 

Approved

KX Series

KX12DQ-WE

KX10DP-WE

KX15DC-WE

KX25LR-WE

KX Series

KX12DT-WE

KX10DP-WE

EN50131

Grade 2

EN50131

Grade 2



Wireless 

Technology

TT - Tri Technology

High Mount

Pyronix Motion Detectors for External Protection 

XDH Series

XDH10TT-WE

TT - Tri Technology

Low Mount

* XDL Series

Wired 

Technology

TT - Tri Technology

High Mount

XDH Series

XDH10TT-AM

TT - Tri Technology

Low Mount

XDL Series

XDL15TT-

AM

* Under development 



Wireless

Technology

Other Pyronix Sensors for Internal Protection

*Shock 

Sensor

SMOKE-WE

CO-WE

BG Series

BG2000

BG16DF

Wired 

Technology

MC1MINI-WE

* Under development 

No EN 

Approved

Safety 

Sensors

EN50131

Grade 2

Transmitters

No EN 

Approved

MC1/SHOCK-WE

RS2-WE

**Approved No EN 

Approved

WL-WE

Acoustic 

break glass 

** Approved as stand alone devices



Wireless 

Control  Panels 

Hybrid 

Control Panels 

Pyronix Control Panels

Enforcer 32WE APPPCX46APP 

Small

PCX46APP 

Large

Transform your smartphone into a remote 

keypad with HomeControl+ APP

EN50131

Grade 2

EN50131

Grade 3

EN50131

Grade 2

Universal Wireless 

Receiver



Pyronix key Wireless Technology Features

All wireless devices know when the system is armed and disarmed. As a result, when armed - all detectors are 

permanently awake; When disarmed - the detection component of each of the movement detectors is disabled 

while continuing the two-way supervision messages. This technology allows excellent power management while 

retaining the security and functionality as good as wired detectors. Since the detectors are not disabled for several 

minutes after activations the ARC will be able to follow the movement of the intruders as they would on a wired 

system.

Two-Way Wireless

Signal Strength 

Indicator

Real time Signal Strength Indicators on both panel and accessories reducing installation time 

and therefore installation cost.

Antenna Hopping 

Technology

Intelligent antenna hopping technology allows the wireless HUB to pick the antenna that gives the highest chance of 

getting through to the peripheral.

Dual Antenna
Dual antenna technology reduce “dead spots”, as there is a flexible choice of which antenna to use on transmit and 

receive wireless messages. This technology ensures the wireless system remaining stable over long time.

Advanced jamming detection with frequency hopping technology to stop accidental or malicious attempts to disrupt the 

system. 
Anti Blocking

Encriped Wireless 

Protocol

128 bit wireless protocol encryption ensures effective anti-code grabbing and multiple attempts at message delivery 

protection. This ensures very high level of protection of the wireless bus ensuring peace of mind of both users and 

installers.



Internal Sirens

Wireless Sirens 

Pyronix Sirens

Twin AlertDeltabell-WE

External Sirens 

Wired Sirens 

Deltabell X

ell-X

Invincibell X

No EN 

Approved

No EN 

Approved

No EN 

Approved

No EN 

Approved

ell-X
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New Generation Range



Any Questions?


